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Ways to Market Birds

M
arketing and selling offspr~ng

requires advance selhng
techniques that can incorpo

rate several types of media including
newspaper, magazines, and the inter
net. Repeat clients can also be a valu
able resource for selling offspring. This
paper will discuss the concepts neces
sary to provide an outlet for selling sur
plus stock.

Introduction
Perhaps one of the least discussed

aspects of breeding birds is what to do
when the breeder is successful and
produces chicks. Breeders often over
look the selling aspects of their surplus
stock until the birds are weaned and
ready to go to new homes. For many
breeders it is emotionally hard to sell
the baby birds that they have raised for
many weeks or months. They may

.have spent many years trying to breed
and never given a thought about what
to do once the chicks arrived.
Breeding can become so time con
suming that the chicks may be ready
for new homes before the breeder has
thought about who will buy the birds
from them. This paper will discuss the
steps required to sell your birds in a
timely manner.

Marketing Your Birds
How do breeders find the right

homes for their birds?
The most successful marketing

comes from producing a great bird. A
healthy, normal sized bird that is well
adjusted is the breeder's best ambas
sador for future sales. A healthy bird is
the breeder's greatest asset and best
salesman.

The three primary areas discussed
in this paper include marketing, sales
and services.

Marketing is the way the breeder
finds the buyer of his product or ser
vice. It is the art of joining the seller
and the consumer. Its primary function
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is advertising.
Sales is the agreement on a price

and delivering the bird. In addition to
an exchange of money, it might include
having a pre-purchase agreement or
sales contract, which attorney Larry
Ring has discussed in more detail (See
"Birds and the Law" M V Manual of
Aviculture Medicine andManagement).

services are what, if any, extras are
provided by the seller to the buyer.
Services can include cages, toys, feed,
health certificates etc.

There are two methods of market
ing the breeder's product, either active
or passive (See Table ).

Advertising
Advantage: Can reach a lot of

potential buyers if the advertisements
are placed in specialty bird magazines.
Possibility that the breeder can meet
the buyer in person or at least that the
breeder and buyer will talk directly.
The buyer is also able to contact the
breeder with questions about the
breeder's bird. Long term relationships
can occur between the breeder and
the new owner. Not all clients will be
able to come to see the bird therefore
allowing the seller to spend more time
with the varied duties of aviculture.

ACTIVE

• Advertizing in magazines,
newspapers, club newsletters
or on the Internet.

• Booths at bi rd shows
and bird marts.

• Selling wholesale to pet
or bird shops.

Disadvantage: May take one to
three months or more to get into a spe
cialty bird magazine. Seller needs to
plan ahead. Newspaper advertisement
can be costly. All advertisement have
the disadvantage of people calling that
are price shopping or wanting free
information on how the breeder bred
the birds. Typically the seller needs to
allow one and a half to two hours for
a client to come and see his birds. May
create a security or disease risk if
potential clients come to the breeder's
home.

Booths at Bird Qubs andBirdMarts
Advantage: Direct exposure of the

breeder's birds to potential buyers.
Disadvantage: Direct exposure of

the breeder's birds to viruses and
potential infections from their expo
sure to other birds and people.
Technically, all birds not sold at the
bird mart or show should be isolated
from the rest of the breeder's birds
when they are returned home. They
should be quarantined as if they are
new birds.

Bird or Pet Shops
Advantage: No need to deal direct

ly with the retail buyer which saves the
breeder time. Low security risk to the
breeder.

Disadvantage: Breeder is unable to
meet the person that is buying his bird.
Will not usually know what happened
to it. Lower profit to the breeder than
if the breeder sold it to the retail con
sumer.

PASSIVE

• Referrals

• Repeat customers



Referrals
Advantage: The buyer has already

been "sold" on the breeder's birds.
Either they have a friend who has one
or they have been told that the breed
er is reliable.

Disadvantage: Takes time to estab
lish clients who know the breeder's
birds and refer others to them.
Normally referrals only help breeders
that have been producing baby birds
for two or more years.

Repeat Customers
Advantage: The buyer and seller

know each other from past interac
tions. The buyer knows the quality to
expect, the seller knows the clients
expectations. A previous working rela
tionship has already been formed.

Disadvantage: Requires making
many sales in order for people to
come back to the breeder.

sales
The sale of a bird, on the surface, is

the agreement on a price and the
delivery of a bird to the buyer. There
are many expectations, however, held
by the buyer and seller that might cre
ate problems. Whether realistic or not,
they need to be dealt with.
The Buyers "Fantasy" ofa SeHer
• Has birds of good health and quality.
• Has the species they want to buy.
• At the price they are willing to pay.
• Available when they want it.

The SeHers "Fantasy" ofa Buyer:
• Wants the bird the breeder has for
sale.
• Has knowledge of the bird or is will
ing to learn.
• Has the "perfect" home for the bird.
Has the money to buy it.
• Has realistic goals (does not want
the bird delivered on Christmas day at
9 A.M.).

Realistic Expectations
Realistic expectations are sometimes

hard to explain to a buyer. Buyers
often have requirements that the seller
might not be able to meet. What kind
of bird do they want?

Some examples are:
• Will the bird talk?
• Will it stay tame for the rest of its
life? Will I always be able to handle it?

• will it bite me, my children, my hus
band, clients, friends, other pets or
birds in the house?
• Will the breeder guarantee that the
bird will be alive on arrival at the air
port?
• Will the breeder guarantee that the
bird will not die-for how long?
• Can the breeder finance the sale?
(Can the buyer pay the' breeder one
hundred dollars a month until it is paid
for?)
• Will the breeder hold the bird for
six months until the buyer moves to a
new home?
• Will the breeder trade a ----
fora _

The seller may have to pass up a lot
of sales until a buyer with realistic
goals appears.

Buyers need to understand that
many of their expectations are out of
the seller's hands. The birds talking
ability, for example, might be great
when at the breeder's. But if the buyer
never talks to the bird, how can it
learn? The airline could drop the bird
in transit, leave it outside in freeZing
weather or send it to where lost lug
gage goes. Cage doors have been
opened by freight handlers and the
birds released. No seller can possibly
guarantee an absolute safe arrival.

Pre-sales contracts will hopefully
clear up future potential problems. But
the seller should try to ascertain what
the client is looking for. One client
bought a macaw only to discover that
she was not allowed to keep the bird
in her apartment. She should have
determined this before buying the
bird. This is not the seller's problem.

services
What special things will the breeder

provide for the buyer that might help
them?

They can include:
• Veterinary health checks of the bird
before selling. This typically includes a
full physical, complete blood work,
cultures of cloaca and choana!, screen
ing the birds for viruses or giving them
vaccinations, wing and nail trims (if
requested).
• Sexing the bird.
• Providing unrelated stock for breed
ing.

• Information on bird care. this can be
verbal or with a "Bird Care Guide" that
the breeder can provide to clients.
• Referrals to others such as bird
behaviorists for additional information.
• Willingness to ship the bird.
• Allowing on site visits of the breed
er's facility so the buyers may see the
birds they are interested in buying.
• Bird carriers for the buyer to take the
bird home in.
• Providing follow up on the bird to
make sure it is adjusting to its new
home.

Conclusion
Without successful marketing of

surplus birds the breeder is unable to
continue to finance the many needs of
his or her breeding operation.
Continuing costs of feed, aviaries and
birds requires the breeder to sell birds
in order to pay the bills. Successful
marketing is the ability to join·the per
son who needs to sell with the person
who wants to buy.
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